SixFifty & RIVN
A Privacy by Design with Consumer Deletion Capabilities
Partnership Overview
SixFifty & RIVN believe in a world where compliance to privacy laws can be easy. The
complimentary companies are focused on creating technology to enable organizations to stay
compliant with the ever-changing landscape of privacy regulation. Users of SixFifty and RIVN can
quickly generate CCPA and GDPR legal documentation, create a request portal and automate
consumer requests, train employees on privacy law, and map their data. Once the joint solution is in
place, users can track compliance and generate reporting for an audit. These solutions enable large
and small organizations alike to quickly scale their privacy practice to ensure compliance in any
state.
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How to Get Started
If you are not a RIVN customer you can request a vendor privacy audit by contacting a
representative at RIVN. While speaking to a RIVN representative advise the representative you are
interested in learning more about how SixFifty and RIVN can work together to create privacy
training, procedures, and consumer deletion automation.

About RIVN www.rivn.com
RIVN was created to help companies meet compliance standards for regulations such as GDPR
and CCPA with respect to consumer deletion functionality. RIVN’s API based functionality along with
consulting services is the perfect combination to make sure companies large and small can protect
themselves from financial penalties. RIVN was purpose built to fill a massive void in the market
specifically managing the deletion process required by new and existing regulations such as GDPR
and CCPA. Organizations across verticals and geographic locations are all facing the same
challenge of consumer deletion request and RIVN is helping solve that problem today!.

About SixFifty www.sixfifty.com
SixFifty is the Salt Lake City-based software subsidiary of the law firm Wilson Sonsini
(https://www.wsgr.com). The company is made up of lawyers and technologists who are
developing automated tools designed to make complex legal processes efficient and affordable.
Their first products revolve around privacy compliance (GDPR, CCPA), where they have developed
a robust system that generates necessary legal documents (written by the world's top privacy
attorneys), a turnkey request portal, CCPA & GDPR training modules, and a data mapping tool.

